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One Tuesday Kam and his mom went to a football game. Kam invited a couple of his friends. Right
when the game started, Kam and his friend Alicia were struck by lightning but neither one of them felt it.
Kam’s mom started to notice that he was acting different. A couple days later, Kam started wearing girl
clothes. Kam’s mom thought it was just a faze.
One day right after school, Kam saw Alicia. “Hey Alicia,” Kam said. Then at the same time, they both
said “What are you wearing?!” Alicia was wearing a big shirt, baggy shorts and basketball shoes. Kam
was wearing a Barbie shirt, pink skirt and black ballet flats and had felt an urge to wear makeup ever
since the football game.
“Something’s going on, I’ve been feeling strange, Kam,” Alicia said.
“Why do you sound like me, Alicia, why do you sound like me?” Kam asked.
“Wait, have we switched BODIES?!” Alicia exclaimed.
“No!” Kam said. “Wait, YES! I’m you and you are me!”
“Nooooooooo!” Alicia cried. “I love being girly and pink!”
“You think I like being a girl?” Kam said.
“Well, no…”
“OK then. First we need to change,” Kam told Alicia. “And then we’ll figure the rest of this out.”
*10 minutes later*
“Better,” they both said.
“How do we switch bodies?” Alicia asked?
“I don’t know but we will switch back, I promise. Maybe it was the popcorn. Let’s go back to the
football field and try that.” Kam said. It did not work. “Tomorrow we will try something different.”
*Next Day*
“I did see a lightning bolt at the last game,” Alicia said.
“Great thinking Alicia, but how are we going to get struck by lightning?”
After a couple of long weeks, a storm finally came. Kam called Alicia. “It’s time,” he told her.
When Kam and Alicia got to the field, Alicia told Kam “I’m scared. Will this hurt?”
“NO! It din’t hurt when we first got struck so why should it hurt this time?” Kam said.
“You’re right Kam.”
They waited…one, two, three. BOOM! A bolt of lightning struck them.
“How do you feel?” Alicia asked.

“Good, and I don’t have the urge to wear pink!” Kam answered.
“And I don’t have the urge to wear baggy clothes! YES! We are back to normal!” Alicia said.
Right when Kam got home, his mom asked Kam if she could stop buying him girl clothes now. “Yes! A
million times yes!” Kam told her. And ever since, they lived happily ever after…until the next football
game.

